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. and file.sh --> data, which you need dd :) sudo apt-get install linux-generic-lts-vivid Reading package lists... Done Building dependency tree Reading state information... Done E: Unable to locate package linux-generic-lts-vivid : i am upgrading from oneiric to trusty, on the live cd, can you tell me what to do please, it does not boot the
pc anymore am I missing something? you've installed it, but not in the right place... /usr/bin/linux-generic-lts-vivid? I would like to configure my display (intel graphics) to use the monitor's native resolution (2560x1440), even though that resolution is not currently being used. Ah ok that's the place to run it it should start you with the
full support @ rking: when i installed xubuntu from live cd, i installed first xubuntu, then i installed lubuntu from live cd, now i am installing the final lubuntu and i think its not booting Guest27981: ok, so I guess you're on a laptop @rking: yes Guest27981: this should be fixed by now, right? Guest27981: but it's 13.04, right?
Guest27981: you can use the livecd of the latest lubuntu does 14.04 have xorg or xorg.lts? for "clean reinstall" and it'll probably fix it up for you Guest27981: what do you mean by 'boots'? What happens when you press the key? Do you get to a command line or a login screen? @rking: yes, i am on lubuntu @rking: the key boots, then
the screen is black, i don
January 31, 2020 â€” Here are instructions on how to use IPK files to download to your Dreambox device. . "Command line option not understood." First of all, you should check if you really have Dreambox Manager (DM) installed on your computer. If not, check that you are using Dreambox Manager and not Dreambox. As
mentioned in the video, it doesn't apply to Dreamboxes because it will only work for Dreamboxes. This means that it is not suitable for all Dreambox devices. Also, if you don't have access to the Dreambox, don't worry. We are going to use IPK files. Using IPK Files fffad4f19a
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